Digital Construction Case Study
Intelligent Design with Swanton Consulting

Transforming Construction Design
Swanton Consulting is a specialist engineering company that provides unique skills for the alteration, demolition and
construction of complex building structures. Comprising a team of experienced engineers and technicians, Swanton looks
to create practical and cost effective solutions for their clients, specializing in the design of temporary works that
facilitate deep basement construction, façade retention, specialist structural elements and contractor delegated design
elements. Swanton is optimizing its workflow using point cloud processing software from Pointfuse in order to reduce
the time taken to create usable 3D models from weeks to just a few hours.
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Pointfuse in Practice
“Since first introducing Pointfuse into our workflow we have deployed the
software on more than 30 projects. With average savings of around 9 days
per project this equates to a total saving of more than £100,000,”

Pointfuse has saved
Swanton Consulting
over £100,000
worth of man
hours.

Pearse McMahon, Senior Technician at Swanton Consulting.
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High Fidelity Intelligent Mesh Models
Pointfuse is a powerful modeling engine that delivers a fast, precise and flexible way of converting the vast point
cloud datasets generated by laser scanners or photogrammetry into high fidelity mesh models. Designed for
anyone capturing or using point cloud data, Pointfuse uses advanced statistical techniques to create mesh
models which can then be manipulated using any industry-standard CAD system.
Pointfuse represents a new paradigm in the processing of laser scanned point cloud data. Now with a simple
‘one touch one button’ approach, the new techniques in Pointfuse not only convert point clouds into 3D mesh
models with accurate geometry but also enable discrete surfaces in these models to be isolated and
manipulated in third party software to a greater extent than ever before.

